HCI Strategy Tracking Solution

Track your impact and improve outcomes

Our Strategy Tracking Solution combines the expertise and support of public health consultants with the power of the leading strategy-tracking software. Together, our services and technology help you track progress and improve outcomes.

Creating a plan for improvement can seem impossible without the right tools. After working to determine the right strategies and activities, you may find yourself buried under spreadsheets and progress reports.

We can help you develop your plan, implement a cloud-based strategy tracking platform, and reach your goals through performance improvement best practices.
Conduent Healthy Communities Institute

Create and Implement Plans
Whatever plan you are building, Conduent HCI can help – from identifying goals to tracking outcomes. Our solution sets you up for success with expert support for developing your plan, an easy-to-use interface and simple analytic tools for measuring your progress.

Collaborate Across Organizations
We understand that in today’s world, working across organizations or departments is a must. But it’s not always easy. At Conduent HCI, we support you whether your partnerships are just forming, or you’ve been working together for years. Our solutions can help everyone stay informed, engaged and meet shared goals.

Share and Communicate Outcomes, Performance and Data
The Conduent HCI Strategy Tracking Solution makes it simple to deliver timely and accurate information to elected officials, executive leadership, community members, staff and partners.

HCI’s Strategy Tracking Platform
- Clear ownership & consistent updates
- Manage multiple plans in one place
- Automated dashboards & reports

We’re Part of Your Team
With Conduent, you can have it all - technology tools to make your work easier and a team of public health experts who can support and partner with you every step of the way.

About Conduent HCI
As health professionals work to cultivate paths to better health outcomes, finding populations in need is increasingly vital to effectively focus resources and implement evidence-based programs to improve community health across populations and geographies.
Conduent Healthy Communities Institute enables health-focused organizations to efficiently and measurably impact the populations they serve. Through our platform, users can swiftly gain insights from data, identify disparities, plan and implement initiatives, and collaborate and communicate to make a difference. To learn more, visit Conduent Community Health online.